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Having previously released songs including Hope (currently a
semi ﬁnalist in the UK Songwriting Competition) Circles and a
tribute to all front line workers Stay At Home (also a semi
ﬁnalist in the UK Songwriting Competition), Yesterdays Fate's
latest single Caught in the Headlights is doing really well
receiving radio play in many countries.
Yesterdays Fate takes listeners to a distant place within the
realms of melodic pop/rock with their eclectic catalogue of
melody driven songs. A prime fusion of emotive vocals, piano
virtuosity, and insane guitar licks where each member gets a
platform to showcase their talent and shine in the limelight, the
result is a melting pot of success which is the band's
distinguishing feature as they hit fans one hook at a time. Their
explosive and highly entertaining tunes are most vivid,
pulsating with a vibrancy that is as uncontainable as it is
memorable. It is in their individual uniqueness that their
collective power and star quality is found, a great contrast to
their name as their musical journey continually unfolds to their
destined global reach.
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Members
Damian Pipes:

Vocals

Jim Kraneveldt:

Guitars

Graham White:

LINKS

When the three began collaborating a little over a decade ago,
none could have anticipated that they would become a force of
nature but they are intent on proving otherwise. Comprised of
vocalist Damian Pipes, guitarist Jim Kraneveldt, and Graham
White on the keyboards, Yesterdays Fate is a CAN/UK Rock
Band whose captivating music contains hints of pop and
country. Located in Northern Ireland, UK and Canada yet
united by their mutual passion for creating supercharged
authentic songs, they are each equal contributors when it
comes to songwriting, a fact which makes their artistry all the
more innovative and dynamic.

While an uptempo and
melodically driven track, it is
edgier than their previous
releases. Keeping their roots
ﬁrmly in melodic pop-rock, they
are showing o their versatility
with a lean to the dark side.
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